
Scout MSP

Set course for growth with Managed Services
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Scout MSP is designed specifically for the needs of MSPs - whether you‘re just starting out with managed 
services or looking to grow your business. Extend your VDI and DaaS product range by including a lean 
operating system and efficient device management. Using Scout MSP makes it easy and intuitive for MSP 
partners to manage, scale and secure their growing heterogeneous customer infrastructure and deliver a 
consistent user experience to employees across all devices. Scout MSP is how you maximize technician 
efficiency, minimize training needs, and drive your MSP growth. Access everything you need for easy-to-
manage end-user computing on Unicion’s fast, clear, concise, and user-friendly management platform.

Take off with MSP

Become a MSP partner

Our partners

See all partners
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License Model | Details

One device — one price per month

Gain complete overview and control over your 
costs. Benefit from the Scout MSP package 
consisting of:

Predictable costs & easy licensing

License for eLux & Scout

Software Maintenance for eLux & Scout 
for software updates

Fluendo system-wide codec pack

Combine flex with commit to optimize your costs and only pay for the number of 
devices you manage.

Pay-per-use

Monthly billing

Easy reporting of managed 
devices

Monthly adjustment of the number of 
managed devices

Flex

Planning certainty 

Discounted price

Payable annually in advance

Increase profitability with 
volume-based discounts

Possible adjustment of quantity & 
price after 12 months

Number of managed devices 
for a given period

Commit
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Flexible & scalable

Seamless protection for your customers

Optimal user experience

No matter the size of your customer’s business 
– with Scout MSP you can provide DaaS and VDI 
environments to international corporations as well 
as to small and medium-sized enterprises.

Scout MSP provides administrators with 
everything they need: easy, intuitive monitoring, 
configuring, and backup of countless distributed 
endpoints.

Our close partnerships with leading technology 
companies in virtualization, UC&C, OEM, 
multimedia, and security help increase your 
customers‘ resilience and user experience.

Become a Trusted Advisor

Solve problems efficiently

Cost Optimization & Business Expansion

Provide your customers with more value by taking 
the management of end-user computing off their 
hands. 

Scout MSP stands for fast provision, detailed 
control, and easy management of distributed 
endpoints. All tasks are significantly simplified and 
expedited, saving MSPs both time and money.

Expand your range of services and business 
opportunities with Scout MSP. Benefit from 
attractive profit margins, easy licensing, and 
customized technical and marketing support.

Your advantages
Future-proof your business and benefit from Scout MSP.
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Pay-per-use, monthly invoicing

Consistent price - across all form factors

Contains all products including 
2 level support

Fair & flexible

One price

One license

Scout MSP

Reporting optimized for managed service 
providers

Multi-tenancy

Maximize margin with volume

Volume-based discounts

Automated reporting

Automated transmission of 
managed devices in total as 
well as per tenant

Myelux 
Reporting Portal

Scout
Server
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Why Unicon?

We are the experts for end-user computing. VDI and DaaS environments with various endpoints such as 
Cloud devices, laptops and desktop PCs are our specialty. For over 20 years, we have supported IT service 
providers with a high-performance operating system and an efficient solution to manage their customers’ 
endpoints.

Ultra-slim, hardware-
independent, and highly 

secure OS

Robust, streamlined, and 
intuitive management solution 

for eLux endpoints

Secure and fast remote 
device connection

eLux® Scout Scout Cloud Gateway (SCG)

Get started now as an MSP - opt for smart 
solutions and work with us on an equal footing.

Become a MSP partner Contact us

sales@unicon.com sales@unicon.com 
+49 (0) 721 96451-0+49 (0) 721 96451-0

Learn more


